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With Firet the era of fire is over

F iret Vehicle puts an end to the era of fire and
revolutionises the world of fire extinguishing
systems. Firet Vehicle, in fact, is the first fully

automatic fire extinguisher specially designed to
afford instantaneous protection to the most sensitive
areas of motorhomes, caravans and mobile homes.
Thanks to its eco-friendly fire suppression mixture, its
small size and simplified installation, Firet Vehicle is a
veritable breakthrough in the fire system market.
Unlike traditional devices, Firet puts out the fire befo-
re it develops, in a natural manner, preventing the fla-
mes from propagating so as to preserve the integrity
and the value of your assets. Firet Vehicle does not
require any manual intervention to be activated, and
it ensures round the clock protection.
Firet’s patented system is based on a revolutionary,
fully mechanical, tightly sealed nozzle, with no moving
parts, that serves as a fire detector. The nozzle is made
from a special polymer so that upon detecting a rise in
temperature that exceeds a predetermined threshold it
opens automatically giving rise to a controlled release
of the extinguishing agent. Firet Vehicle can be instal-
led either vertically or horizontally, with the nozzle

Firet Vehicle is the first fully automatic fire extinguishing system that quenches the flames before they have a chan-
ge to spread and protects the integrity and the value of motorhomes, caravans and mobile homes 24 hours a day
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Prevention: Firet nips fire in the bud, pro-
tecting your valuables and preventing their
deterioration.

Fully automatic: once installed, it activa-
tes only in case of necessity without the
need for human intervention.

Savings: it is a full-fledged fire suppression
system, but costs far less than traditional
ones (and installation is much less expensi-
ve, too).

Protection that’s always on: active 24
hours a day, every day.

The benefits:

facing the centre of the area
to be protected.
Firet Vehicle is not a fire extin-
guisher: it is the sturdiest and
smallest fire system in the
world, ideally suited to
withstand extreme stresses,
even along unpaved, bumpy
roads, ensuring the safety of
small, enclosed environments.
Firet Vehicle is easy to install:
there are no electrical connec-
tions to be made, no need to
call a specialist technician.
From boats to homes to indu-
strial facilities, garbage collec-
tion trucks, electrical enclosu-
res and motor vehicles, Firet is
the natural protection, kee-

ping watch 24 hours a day.«The idea of Firet - says the General
Manager Sebastiano Cortese industry observers remember as
Director of Sales and After Sales of one of the most important
groups in the field of recreational vehicles - born from the study of
the need for security and protection of property, subsequent identi-
fication of a "new needs"  in the market so far has never been occu-
pied: the ability to extinguish a fire as it is set, just before it deve-
lops, highlighting the product's action exactly in the most sensitive
to overheating and short circuit, thereby protecting themselves and
the value of your property». 
«On this basis - says Sebastiano Cortese - we have built our start-
ups and we have invested in research, as hardly happens, unfortu-
nately, in our country. After only a few months after the start of the
distribution of Firet, we can boast a warm welcome in the interna-
tional market, with business contacts in over 40 countries around
the world: an enthusiasm that makes us very hopeful for the future
and that we likely will push for new investments». 
Made in Italy: From the original idea to its construction, Firet gives
you the quality guarantees of a product that’s fully made in Italy.
Firet is available in four product lines: MARINE, designed for the
nautical sector, is active 24/7, even with the engines turned off, and
prevents damage to surrounding equipment; ENERGY, designed for
enclosed environments in civil and industrial contexts, is fully auto-
matic and protects electrical panels and servers; ECOLOGY, desi-
gned for waste management, does not require manual intervention
and is environmentally-friendly and easy to install; VEHICLE, desi-
gned to intervene directly in the most sensitive spaces of recreatio-
nal vehicles.

The advantages
Reliable: Always ready to activate itself, even in pla-
ces that are difficult to reach or dangerous.

Easy to install: Does not require electrical wiring or
sensors, and installation is so easy it does not requi-
re specialized personnel.

Environmentally friendly: The use of nitrogen, a
natural gas, as its extinguishing agent makes Firet
fully environmentally compatible, helping protect
people, things, and the environment.

Robust: Firet is designed to be light and resistant to
the most extreme shocks and stress

Sebastiano Cortese,
General Manager Firet Italia


